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European Gutters

SUPERIOR STEEL
23 Guage steel is the ultimate material
for roof-drainage systems
Extreme Longevity
Lindab steel gutters have a life expectancy in excess of 70 years
Corrosion Resistant
Steel is coated with zinc and thick polyester paint to prevent any chance of
rust
Low Thermal Movement
Steel expands and contracts four times
less than aluminum. This eliminates
stress on the entire gutter system,
keeping up with our Alberta climate.
Handles Extreme Weather
Hail, ice and snowloads are among the
leaders in damaging rain gutter systems. Steel has extreme weather resistant qualities.

UNIQUE LINDAB FEATURES

KFK

RG

FASCIA HANGER

GUTTER JOINT

Heavy duty hanger that
is mounted independent
from the gutter. This
relieves any chance of
thermal stress on the
system.

Pressure fit buckle locks into
place to ensure excellent
hold. EPDM gasket stays
flexible, ensuring no leak
points.

RSK

END CAP

OUTLET

EPDM rubber seal.
No screws or caulking
necessary. Simply snaps
into place.

Large drain hole for superior
water flow. Simply clicks into
place. Engineered so it won’t
leak.
OMV

SSVU

PIPE STRAP

Y DIVERTER

Easy click function that
secures downpipe into
position away from wall
to eliminate sound transfer.

Used to merge two
outlets into one

INLINE DIVERTER

OFFSET BEND

Diverts water into a
rainbarrel. Simply fold down
the tongue when you wish
to collect water.

Used to offset a downpipe.

FUTK

RVI

GROR

SOKN

CORNER

ELBOW

Corners are stamped out of
one piece sheet steel,
ensuring no chance of
leaking.

70 degree angle is designed
for optimal water flow to
reduce chance of ice build up
in freeze/thaw cycles.

BK

HALF ROUND

Half round gutters
requires less surface
area for water to
move. No other gutter
design moves water
more efficiently.

CORNER ADVANTAGE

One piece heavy duty
corners with absolutely
no chance of leaking.
Requires no liquid
sealants or screws.

2018

VIBRANT COLORS
STANDARD COLORS

Black

Anthracite Metallic

Brown

Silver Metallic

Antique White

Slate Grey

Dark Brown
*Colors may not be exactly as shown

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

(587) 981-0867
www.westecogutters.ca

